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Since the opening of the 31.5-mile-long 
English Channel Tunnel in 1994 the 
world has seen renewed interest in the 
possibility of creating a similar 
connecting bridge between Japan and 
Korea. Big infrastructure projects like 
the Fehmarn Tunnel connecting 
Germany and Denmark or Norways’ 
proposed Coastal Highway continue to 
stretch the limits of engineering 
technology. Over the last 20 years, a 
dedicated group of individuals and 
organizations has continued to explore 
the possibilities and benefits of creating 
a connection between Japan and Korea 
from various perspectives. Such a 
project would have an enormous 
economic impact on the region, 
especially after the opening of North 
Korea, providing a new trade route 
connecting Japan and Korea to all of 
Eurasia. It would also put real substance 
to the expressed aspirations of the 

recent Camp David trilateral summit between the US, South Korea and Japan. 
 
Stephen Costello, analyst/consultant and Director of Asia East, researched in Korea and Japan the 
economic, political, financial and environmental impacts that this project would have and will present his 
ideas on the long-term impact. Dale Garratt, PhD, has recently published a novel, The Peace Road: A 

High-stakes, Geopolitical Thriller, which takes a different approach to popularizing the idea of creating a 
road connecting North and South Korea together and bringing an end to escalating nuclear tensions. 
 
Register here to attend:  us-upf-org.zoom,us/meeting/register/tZ0pf-6rrTwqGNW_lpJkw-ele_W-

kVKPrj9Z#/registration 
 
Tuesday, October 17, 2023 from 2 to 3 PM EDT 
 
Sponsored by Universal Peace Federation's International Association for Peace and Economic 
Development. See flyer attached 
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Since the opening of the 31.5-mile-long English Channel Tunnel in 1994 the world has seen renewed 
interest in the possibility of creating a similar connecting bridge between Japan and Korea. Big 
infrastructure projects like the Fehmarn Tunnel connecting Germany and Denmark or Norways’ 
proposed Coastal Highway continue to stretch the limits of engineering technology. Over the last 20 
years, a dedicated group of individuals and organizations has continued to explore the possibilities and 
benefits of creating a connection between Japan and Korea from various perspectives. Such a project 
would have an enormous economic impact on the region, especially after the opening of North Korea, 
providing a new trade route connecting Japan and Korea to all of Eurasia. It would also put real 
substance to the expressed aspirations of the recent Camp David trilateral summit between the US, South 
Korea and Japan.
Stephen Costello, Director of AsiaEast, researched in Korea and Japan the economic, political, financial 
and environmental impacts that this project would have and will present his ideas on the long-term 
impact. Dr. Dale Garratt, has recently published a novel, The Peace Road: A High-stakes, 
Geopolitical Thriller, which takes a different approach to popularizing the idea of creating a road 
connecting North and South Korea together and bringing an end to escalating nuclear tensions.

Sponsored by the International Association for Peace and Economic 
Development of Universal Peace Federation
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